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Functions in FoxPro  

Time and Date related functions:- 

1. Time():- This function is used to return 
the system time. It will return the time in 24 
hrs format by default. If we want to change 
the format then we will give the following 
command :- 
Set hours to 12  

• Set clock on :- This command is used to 
display the running clock on the screen. 
Set clock on  

• Set clock to :- This command is used to show 
the running clock on the given position on 
the screen. 
Set clock to 10,20  



2. Date():- This function is used to return 
the system date in American format 
(mm/dd/yy) 
?date() 
Output :- 03/19/15 
If we want to change the format of date then 
FoxPro allows so many type of formats like 
following using  set command. 
Date format command Date format 
 Example 
Set date American   mm/dd/yy  
 03/19/15 
Set date Ansi    yy.mm.dd  
 15.03.19 
Set date British   dd/mm/yy  
 19/03/15 
Set date French   dd/mm/yy  
 19/03/15 
Set date german   dd.mm.yy  
 19.03.15 
Set date Italian   dd-mm-yy  
 19-03-15 



Set date japan    yy/mm/dd  
 15/03/19 
Set date USA    mm-dd-yy  
 03-19-15 
Set date MDY    mm/dd/yy  
 03/19/15 
Set date DMY    dd/mm/yy  
 19/03/15 
Set date YMD    yy/mm/dd  
 15/03/19 

• Set century on/off :- This command is used 
to determine we have to display the century 
portion or not. By default it is on. 
Set century off  
It will off the century portion of the date. 
(19/03/15) 
Set century on  
It will show the century portion of the date. 
(19/03/2015) 

• Set mark to :- This command is used to 
specify a delimiter to be used in the display 
of the date. The default delimiter to forward 



slash (/). If we want to change the delimiter 
‘*’ instead of forward slash then we should 
use the following command. 
Set mark to “*” 
?date()  
➔ 03*19*2015 

3. Day() :- This function is used to return 
numeric day value from the given date 
expression. 
?day(date()) 
➔ 19 

4. Month():- This function is used to return 
the numeric day of the month from the given 
date expression. 

? month(date())  

➔ 3 
5. Cmonth():- This function is used to return 

the name of the month from the given date 
expression. 
?cmonth(date()) 
Output:- March 



6. Year():-This function is used to return the 
numeric value of the year from the given 
date expression. It always return the year 
with the century regardless whether the 
century is on/off 
?year(date()) 
Output :- 2015 

7. Dow():- This function is used to return the 
number of day of the week from the given date 
expression. The day 1 of the week is Sunday. 
?dow(date()) 
Output:- 6 
8. Cdow():- This function is used to return 

the day of the week in character from the 
given date expression. 
?cdow(date()) 
Output:- Friday 

Mathematical functions  

1. Sqrt():- This function is used to return the 
square root value of the positive numeric 
expression. 



?sqrt(16) 
Output:-4 

2. Log():- This function is used to return the 
common logarithm value of the base 10. 
?log(100) 
Output:- 4.61 
If we want to find the log value to the base 
10 then we should use log10(). 
?log10(100) 
Output:- 2 

3. Int():- This function is used to return the 
integer part of the given numeric expression. 
?int(12.565) 
Output:- 12 

4. Floor():- This function is used to return 
the nearest integer that is less than or equal 
to the specified numeric expression. 
?floor(12.565) 
Output:-12 

5. Ceiling():- This function is used to return 
the nearest integer that is greater than of 
equal to the specified numeric expression. 



?ceiling(12.565) 
Output:-13 

6. Abs():- This function is used to return the 
absolute value of the given numeric 
expression. 
?abs(-21) 
Output:- 21 

7. Round():- This function is used to round 
off the given numeric expression to the 
specified number of decimal places. 
?round(12.565,1) 
Output:- 12.6 

8. Min():- This function is used to return the 
expression with the lowest value. It means it 
will find the lowest value from the given two 
or more than two expressions. 
?min(12,10,5,18) 
Output:-5 
?min(“G”, “B”, “N”, “A”) 
Output:- A 

9. Max():- This function is used to return 
the maximum value. It means it will find the 



highest value from the given two or more 
than two expressions. 
?max(12,10,5,18) 
Output:-18 
?max(“G”, “B”, “N”, “A”) 
Output:- N 

10. Between():- This function is used to 
return the result in True or False. If the first 
value lies between another two values then 
it will return True otherwise it will return 
False. 
?between(10,11,15) 
Output:-False 

11. Mod():- This function is used to return 
the remainder from a division of two 
numbers where first number is divided by 
second number. 
?mod(125,30) 
Output:- 5 
?mod(125.25,30.2) 
Output:- 4.25 



12. Exp():- This function is used to return the 
exponential value of the given number. 
?exp(1) 
Output:- 2.72 

13. Sign():- This function is used to return the 
numeric value 1,-1,0 depending on the sign 
of numeric expression. It returns 1, if the 
numeric expression is positive, -1 if the 
numeric expression is negative and 0 if the 
numeric expression is 0(zero). 
?sign(-15) 
Output:-   -1 
?sign(0) 
Output:-  0 

Character Related functions 

1. Len():- This function is used to return the 
length of a specified character expression. 
?len(“Mohan”) 
Output:-  5 

2. Isupper():- This function is used to return 
true or false value. It will return true if the 



first character of the specified character is an 
uppercase letter otherwise it will return 
false. 
?isupper(“Mohan) 
Output:- True 
?isupper(“mohan”) 
Output:- false 

3. Islower():- This function is used to return 
true or false value. It will return true if the 
first character is in lower case letter 
otherwise it will return false. 
?islower(“sohan”) 
Output:- True 
?islower(“Sohan”) 
Output:- False 

4. Isalpha():- This function is used to check 
the first character of the specified character 
expression. It will return true if the first 
character is an alphabet (lower or upper 
case) otherwise it will return false. 
?isalpha(“123”) 
Output:- false 



5. Isdigit():- This function is used to return 
true if the first character of the specified 
character expression is a digit otherwise it 
will return false. 
?isdigit(“12sohan”) 
Output:- true 
?isdigit(“sohan123”) 
Output:- false 

6. Left():- This function is used to return the 
specified number of characters from left of a 
character expression. 
?left(“Mohan”,2) 
Output:- Mo 

7. Right():- This function is used to return 
the specified number of characters from 
right of a character expression. 
?right(“Mohan”,3) 
Output:- han 

8. Replicate():- This function is used to 
return a given character to the specified 
number of times. 
?replicate(“*”,10) 



Output:- ********** 
 


